Comments

1. Raaz u were simply outstanding........
2. u r an awsum TA
3. awesome ta!!
4. come again as TA for D3 T3 for hard courses
5. wonderful ta
6. gr8! teaching skills. highly appreciated!!
7. Sir RAAZ DWIVEDI........u r our next DAVID J GRIFFITHS..........!!!
8. he has a very nice way of teaching .he mostly focus on doubt clarification and giving basic concept of the subject through the problems of the sheet.
9. His teaching is really awesome...he must be continued in point of view of average learners.
10. "NICE TEACHING.
11. THANK VERY MUCH."
12. if it hadn't been for Raaz Dwivedi, chances of clearing the course would have been faint. Is a jovial and sincere tutor, makes the class enjoyable and interesting with his approach and humor.
13. You are GOD when it comes to teaching physics!